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10.1 Perspectives on Globalization
Number of books found: 2
Author Name
Marsden, John
Price, Richard T.

Title
Rabbits, The
Legacy, Indian Treaty Relationships

Cost
$22.95
$0.00

Grade
3-12
9-12

ISBN
0-9688768-8-9
0-920985-31-9

Rabbits, The
Marsden, John

(Author Not Indicated)

Illustrated by: Tan, Shaun
1998

Grade 3-12

Interest 3-12

$22.95

0-9688768-8-9

Supplier: NBS

This simple but powerful allegory describes the results of most of the colonizations in the history of our planet. The spare text and stylized illustrations tell
the chilling story of invasion, environmental destruction and cultural subjugation in simple child-like terms. This is an excellent opener for discussion at many
levels. A very powerful book - leaves you quite speechless. This is a library "must-have."
Publisher: Simply Read Books
Representation:
Reinforces
Diversity:
Recommendation:
Focus:
Language:
Format:

Excellent - Represents Aboriginals only through allegory, depicting a subjugated population to be helpless in the face of the masses
of immigrant rabbits. It alludes positively to their cultural values and lifestyles.
not applicable
Highly Recommended
International
English
Picture Book

Legacy, Indian Treaty Relationships
Price, Richard T.
1991

Author is Non-Aboriginal with Consultation

Grade 9-12

Interest 9-12

$0.00

0-920985-31-9

Supplier: NBS

For a teacher, the resource can serve as an excellent primer necessary to educate teachers and others involved in education about a critical element in
Canada's history and relationships with various aboriginal peoples. The Preface, Introduction, and "About this Book" sections separate from the body of the
book prepares readers well before examining treaty relationships in historical and contemporary contexts. For the high school student, the book can be used
as a strong resource for research projects that emphasize the exploration of treaties with their historical and current impacts. Aboriginal and non-aboriginal
students alike will benefit from using this text to increase their knowledge and understanding of First Nations peoples. Such learnings can help all students
respect Aboriginal peoples' histories, cultures and contributions to the development of Canada.
Publisher: Plains Publishing Inc.
Representation:

Excellent - This resource, in presenting historical and current issues around the treaties presents Aboriginal cultures in a more
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political and sovereignist content.
Excellent - Through presentation and discussion of the various elements of the treaties, their historical politics and, economic
Reinforces
impacts on First Nations peoples, Treaty Relationship identifies the differences and similarities among the various aboriginal groups
Diversity:
included under the terms of the treaties.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended
Focus:
Canadian
Language:
English
Format:
Non-Fiction

10.2 Living in a Globalized World
Number of books found: 2
Author Name
Marsden, John
Taylor, Drew Hayden

Title
Rabbits, The
Funny, You Don't Look Like One

Cost
$22.95
$12.95

Rabbits, The
Marsden, John

(Author Not Indicated)

Illustrated by: Tan, Shaun
1998

Grade 3-12

Interest 3-12

$22.95

0-9688768-8-9

Supplier: NBS

This simple but powerful allegory describes the results of most of the colonizations in the history of our planet. The spare text and
stylized illustrations tell the chilling story of invasion, environmental destruction and cultural subjugation in simple child-like terms.
This is an excellent opener for discussion at many levels. A very powerful book - leaves you quite speechless. This is a library
"must-have."
Publisher: Simply Read Books
Representation:
Reinforces
Diversity:
Recommendation:
Focus:
Language:
Format:

Excellent - Represents Aboriginals only through allegory, depicting a subjugated population to be
helpless in the face of the masses of immigrant rabbits. It alludes positively to their cultural values
and lifestyles.
not applicable
Highly Recommended
International
English
Picture Book

Funny, You Don't Look Like One
Taylor, Drew Hayden

Author is Aboriginal with No Consultation
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Grade ISBN
3-12 0-9688768-8-9
10-12 0-919441-64-5

Aboriginal Collection Online
1996

Grade 10-12

Interest 10-12

$12.95

0-919441-64-5

Supplier: (not set)

The series of essays could be used effectively in various literature themes such as essays, humor, global issues, identity, native voices, and relationships. It
can also be used in social studies units such as perspectives on nationalism, Canada in the 20th Century and issues in contemporary citizenship. The book
could also be used in Aboriginal Studies 10/20/30 to enhance the study of Aboriginal perspective, culture and change, and contemporary issues.
Publisher: Theytus Books Ltd.
Representation:
Reinforces
Diversity:
Recommendation:
Focus:
Language:
Format:

Excellent - Through the use of humor, irony and satire, Taylor articulates issues facing most Aboriginal groups given Canadian
history.
Excellent - The essays are based on the author's experiences and on his observations of other Aboriginal groups as well as on
historical and current events.
Highly Recommended
Canadian
English
Non-Fiction
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